
CABINET  Agenda Item 121 
 
Brighton & Hove City Council 

 

DEPUTATIONS FROM MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC 
 
A period of not more than fifteen minutes shall be allowed at each ordinary meeting 
for the hearing of deputations from members of the public.  Each deputation may be 
heard for a maximum of five minutes following which the Cabinet Member may speak 
in response.  The deputation will be thanked for attending and its subject matter 
noted. 
 
 
(a) Deputation concerning parking Zone A and the proposal to extend this to 

Tivoli Crescent - to complete the 'missing link – Mr Mark Dyson 
(Spokesperson) 

 
§§§§ In 2007, the residents of Tivoli Crescent voted to be excluded from the 

proposed Zone 'A' parking scheme, and the Council granted them their wish. 
Unfortunately, residents did not appreciate the full implications of this, which 
only became apparent with the introduction of Zone A in October last year. 

 
§§§§ As the parking zone lies at both ends of Tivoli Crescent, the road is 

completely overflowing, at all times of the day with commuter parking. This 
results in significant nuisance, inconvenience and health and safety risks to 
the residents. 

 
§§§§ A survey of residents in Tivoli Crescent was carried out in December of last 

year, 2 - 3 months after the introduction of the new Zone A. The survey 
asked residents if they still wanted to be excluded from Zone A - or 
alternatively, for the scheme to be extended to include Tivoli Crescent. 

 
§§§§ A response was elicited from 89% of the dwellings in Tivoli Crescent with a 

massive 93% of these households now wishing to be included in the scheme. 
 

§§§§ Tivoli Crescent residents have learnt to their cost that their original desire to 
be excluded from the scheme has proved to be disastrous and by an 
overwhelming majority, now wish to be included in Zone A as soon as is 
practically possible. 

 
§§§§ Including Tivoli Crescent in Zone A logically completes the road network of 

Zone A - by filling in the missing link between Woodside Avenue and The 
Drove, and should have minimal effect on the other excluded streets, given 
the road layout. 

 
§§§§ Unrestricted roads further out from Tivoli Crescent would also have the 

opportunity to comment on this proposal to include Tivoli Crescent when the 
traffic order is advertised 

 
 

Tivoli Crescent Residents Association 
April 2010 
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(b) Deputation concerning occupants of 137-147 Preston Road – Ms Hengameh 
Dadkhah (Spokesperson) 
 
On behalf of residents in Dyke Road Drive, I am asking the Environment Cabinet 
Member to act urgently and help to evict the travellers who have moved to the 
property 137-147 Preston Road, Brighton around mid March 2010. 
Houses/flats in Dyke Road Drive back to this property. 
 
This site consist of Anston House unoccupied building no 137-139 Preston Road 
and 141-143 and 145-147 which are the site with fences around it and no 
building. The travellers have moved into the site with their caravans, cars and 
other transports. It started with one or two cars in front of the Anston House and 
gradually more and more travellers are arriving. They are also now parking their 
caravans right at the back of the properties in Dyke Road Drive. 
 
We believe that the owner of the property is aware of the situation and not quite 
sure whether they are taking any legal action to evict them or have actually 
invited them to stay. There is lock at the gate and it seems that the travellers 
have a key to get in and out of the site. 
 
This site is not suitable for travellers for the following reasons: 
 
1-There is no sanitation provision  
We believe that the travellers are using open sanitation and putting our health at 
risk. With summer round the corner, the smell, fly and other insects being 
attracted to the open sanitation will put our health at risk and also the health of 
residents of Brighton and Hove. 
 
2-Burning woods and other materials creating environmental pollution and 
hazard 
Travellers are burning woods and other materials creating smoke. At times we 
can not even open our windows towards Preston Park any more. We are not sure 
of the nature of the materials they are burning, whether the materials are of 
hazardous nature and would cause short or long term health problems.  
 
3-Creation of rubbish  
Travellers are creating substantial amount of waste which are not being cleared 
and will soon result in rats and other rodents coming to our property from the site. 
 
4-Safety 
Our garden fences in line with most houses are not very high, travellers can climb 
over them at any time. We do not feel secure in our own home. We can not let 
our kids play in our own garden without watching over them.  
 
Below are a few examples of incidents that we residents have to put up with on 
daily basis since travellers have moved to this site: 
 
Wednesday 21 April 2010 
Burning woods and other materials sent smoke and smell that the residents had 
to keep their windows closed. Following morning inside our houses smelled like a 
barbecue house. 
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Thursday 22 April 2010 
Joy riders driving their motorbikes around the site during the day creating noise 
and dust. Again we had to keep our windows shut. 
 
Monday 26 April 2010 
Travellers’ dogs had jumped over one of the garden fences and carried on 
jumping from one garden to another. We could only keep our doors to garden 
locked and watched in despair. 
 
Wednesday 28 April 2010 
Another night of burning woods and other materials. 
 
Thursday 29 April 2010 
Travellers’ dogs had been barking non-stop from 7pm till 8pm. I called the police 
and reported it. I could not see if something serious had happened. 
 
We are also asking for a long term solution for this site. What can be done to stop 
travellers moving back to this site. 
  
Several unsuitable planning applications have been put to the council since 1994. 
Last year a substantial number of mature trees were cut down. Again last year 
there was stabbing on this site. 
 
Please act urgently to evict the travellers from this site and look for a long term 
solution for both Anston House unoccupied building no 137-139 Preston Road 
and the sites 141-143 and 145-147 Preston Road. 
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